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It has been a rollercoaster few months with Elon Musk at the head of Twitter.

There has rarely been a moment of calm since Elon Musk bought
Twitter last year, quickly fired thousands of workers and restored ex-
president Donald Trump's account.
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This week, Musk swept away the old systems that had publicly verified
and labelled accounts as he seeks a path to profit for the ailing social
media platform.

Here are the key moments of his chaotic tenure:

Enter Elon

Musk, already the CEO of Tesla and SpaceX, buys Twitter in late
October last year for $44 billion after months of on-off negotiations.

"Let the good times roll," he tweets after the deal is sealed on October
28. He becomes the sole director of the company after dissolving its
corporate board.

Monthly charge

On November 1, Musk announces the site will start charging $8 per
month for "Twitter Blue", which will give paid-for accounts the same
blue checkmarks that were previously awarded free of charge to
"notable" accounts.

But chaos ensues. Spammers and impersonators rush to buy the blue
ticks, experts warn of a flood of disinformation and Twitter quickly rows
back the launch.

Advertiser exodus

Dozens of companies, including Coca-Cola and Volkswagen, suspend
their advertising on Twitter in November as they monitor the new
direction the company will take.
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By some estimates, the site loses half of its top 100 advertisers, though
ads remain its main source of revenue.

Massive layoffs

On November 4, Musk fires half of Twitter's 7,500 staff, sending
shockwaves through Silicon Valley.

He tweets that "unfortunately there is no choice when the company is
losing over $4M/day".
—Regulator 'concern'-

The chaos draws a rare warning on November 10 from the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), the US authority that oversees consumer safety.

"We are tracking recent developments at Twitter with deep concern,"
says an FTC spokesperson.

Trump return

Musk, a self-pronounced free speech absolutist, reinstates the account of
former president Donald Trump after a poll of users votes narrowly in
favour. A few days later he announces an "amnesty" for all banned
Twitter accounts.

However, rapper Kanye West's account is suspended for incitement to
violence after he tweets a picture that appears to show a swastika
interlaced with a Star of David.

Twitter Blue, take two

In mid-December Musk relaunches Twitter Blue. This time, Twitter
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promises to review accounts before giving them a blue tick.

At this stage, the previously verified accounts keep their blue ticks,
meaning there are two types of accounts emblazoned with the badge of
approval.

Musk to step down

On December 19, Twitter users vote by 57.5 percent to oust Musk as
CEO in a poll he organises and promises to honour.

A day later he says he will resign "as soon as I find someone foolish
enough to take the job".

Media revolt

In early April, Twitter labels National Public Radio (NPR) in the US
"state-affiliated media", a tag usually reserved for Russian and Chinese
propaganda outlets.

Twitter later changes it to "government-funded" instead and expands its
use, prompting outlets including NPR and Canada's CBC to announce
they will no longer use the platform.

This week, AFP analysis of major media accounts shows Twitter
appears to have halted the use of both labels.

Buyer's remorse

At the end of March, Musk tells staff in an internal message that the
platform is worth less than half of what he paid for it.
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A few weeks later he tells the BBC his ownership has been "quite a
rollercoaster" and that he only bought the company because he believed
the courts would force him to.

Blue ticks check out

This week, the accounts that had been verified pre-Musk finally lose
their blue ticks en masse.

Critics express dismay that official accounts providing warnings on
everything from health emergencies to natural disasters are no longer
clearly marked.
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